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Raman Stress microscopy induced by laser-stimulated diamond’s

microbreakdown
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Induced stresses caused by laser optical breakdown in natural diamond bulk polished along the (331) plane by

femtosecond (300 fs) laser pulses with various voltage have been studied. By the crossed polarizing filters, the

zones of compression and tension of the affected area are visualized. Stress profiles were obtained using Raman

spectroscopy, as well as dependence of the stress on the laser pulse energy at key points of the profiles. The result

of profiling demonstrates that the slope in tension occurs faster than the raise in compression with increase of

energy pumping.
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Introduction

Internal stresses of the diamond crystal lattice may be

nominally divided into natural, occurring during crystal

growth and induced as a result of some diamond impact.

Considerable feature of the latter is their locality resulting

in change of the crystal lattice properties only in the

affected area. According to [1], such stresses affect mane

parameters, including charge carrier mobility, optical and

strength properties of a material. Thus, in [2], diamonds

were exposed to ion bombardment with further investigation

of induced stresses. Magnitude of these stresses allow the

degree of crystal lattice implantation and damage. The

study [3] investigated the influence of this stress on the

operation of electromagnetic sensors based on diamond’s

NV centers. These stresses cause resonant frequency shift

of NV ground state and deteriorate the spin dephasing time

of NV . This phenomenon is essential, because NV is a

radiation-induced defect and its formation in the crystal

lattice may on its own cause additional stresses.

Current scientific and technology research use diamonds

as materials for creation of radiation and charge sensors.

To create charge sensor on diamond, optical laser-induced

breakdown is used and followed by graphitization to form

three-dimension conducting channels [4–6]. Though the

studies [7,8] show the negative effect of induced stresses

on sensor properties, investigation of this problem is not

of high priority. In particular, the existing literature pays

no attention to the investigation of dependence of induced

stresses on laser pulse energy.

The study investigates induced stresses after the opti-

cal breakdown with ultra-short laser pulses with various

energies inside a natural diamond. The classical stress

analysis [9–13] uses the Raman scattering spectroscopy

method. Diamond’s Raman peak shift indicates that stresses

are present. Mapping in compression and tension stress

directions provided induced stress profiles and dependences

of induced stresses on LPO laser pulse energy.

Experimental setup description

Figure 1 shows the experiment setup. Satsuma laser

radiation (pulse duration 300 fs, wavelength 515 nm, pulse

repetition rate 20 kHz) was focused inside the diamond

with two facets polished along plane (331) to carry out

optical breakdown using lensNA = 0.65, 10×, Levenhuk.

The diamond was moved using the xyz table connected

to the laptop that was also used for laser system control.

Crystal-lattice orientation of the sample facets was defined

by X-ray diffraction using X’PertPro MRD Extended equip-

ment.

The experiment used a natural diamond sample (Fig-
ure 2, a) that contained inherent stresses before modification

(Figure 2, b ). Inside the diamond at a depth of 50µm

from the surface, a matrix was recorded that contained

optical microbreakdowns spaced at 50µm between points,

laser pulse energies from 43.5 to 64.9 nJ (Figure 2, c) and

exposure time 1 s in each point. The crossed polarization

filters (Figure 2, c) show the stresses induced by breakdown.

Image background is nonuniform due to the presence of
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Figure 1. Experimental setup: 1 —515 nm laser emission, 2 —
folding mirror, 3 — dichroic mirror, 4 — CCD camera, 5 —
OphirPD10-C energy meter, 6 — lens NA = 0.65, 10×, Levenhuk,

7 — xyz table with diamond sample, 8 — bottom backlighting,

9 — laptop for table control and laser emission supply.

inherent stresses in the diamond before laser recording.

Induced stresses form a two-sheet compression (light re-

gions) and tension (dark areas) stress pattern relative to the

microbreakdown. The induced stresses were analyzed using

the points located in the uniform initial background signal

distribution zone [14].

The diamond sample corresponds to the IaA type

based on the preliminary characterization by the in-

frared (IR) Fourier spectroscopy technique. absorption

spectra (Figure 3) were recorded using Mikran-3 IR

Fourier spectromicroscope through a 28× 28µm square

diaphragm.
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Figure 2. Diamond sample used for investigations: (a) Photograph of the sample, (b) birefringent image of the sample, (c) recorded

label matrix in crossed polarization filters, arrows near the scale bar show the laser radiation polarization direction during recording.

Experimental results

The study mapped the compression and tension areas

(Figure 4, a) by Raman line peak position (stresses were

recalculated in GPa as described in [13]) using Confotec

MR520 confocal microscope after laser microbreakdown.

The recorded profiles along the highlighted directions are

shown in Figure 4 a. For analysis, three key points were

taken (shown by vertical dotted lines and numbers 1,

2 and 3). Point 1 corresponds to the modified zone

center, point 2 corresponds to the microbreakdown region

boundary, point 3 corresponds to the minimum stress

region. The optical images show that the diameter of

the microbreakdown region is ∼ 8µm (highlighted by

two purple vertical lines). General profile pattern is W-

shaped for tension and M-shaped for compression with

dips and rises, respectively. Though the profile pattern

(Figure 4, a) is shown only for two laser pulse energies

to avoid overloading of the fighure, five energies were used

to plot the dependences of stresses on laser pulse energy

(Figure 4, b).
Figure 4, b displays the dependence of stresses on laser

pulse energy along tension directions (empty triangles)
and compression directions (filled triangles). Point 1

(black circles) chosen in the microbreakdown region cen-

ter is in a slight tension region (∼ −0.5GPa) and is

common for the profiles. Point 3 (green) is at 10µm

from the microbreakdown center and demonstrates no or

minimum stresses. Point 2 (blue) is in the maximum

stress region and reflects the sought-for dependence of

induced stresses on the laser emission energy. Com-

parison of linear compression and tension approximation

(dark blue dashed straight lines) suggests multiply quicker

growth of tension than of compression – slope coeffi-

cient of straight line for compression is ∼ 0.011GPa/nJ,

and for tension is ∼ −0.053GPa/nJ. Maximum stress in

point 2 for tension is 1.87GPa, and for compression is

0.89GPa.
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Figure 3. IR absorption spectrum of the diamond sample

corresponding to the IaA type. Vertical dashed lined show the

typical absorption peaks for A and B2 defects presented in the

diamond sample.

Conclusion

The study investigates induced stresses that occur after

optical microbreakdown of a natural diamond by fem-

tosecond laser pulses with varied energy. The experiment

has shown that after modification two-sheet tension and

compression stress patterns are formed and the Raman

spectroscopy method was used to analyze and profile

these patterns. The recorded dependences demonstrate the
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Figure 4. Investigations of induced stresses by the Raman spectroscopy technique. (a) Profiles in tension directions (laser pulse energies

in the lower left-hand angle of the figure are marked by the bar) and in compression directions (without bar), microbreakdown region

profiling directions are shown in the Detail: green — compression, blue — tension. (b) Dependence of induced stresses on laser pulse

energy in key points: point 1 — damaged region center (black circles), points 2, 3 — damage region boundary (empty triangles — for

tension and filled triangles — for compression).

growth of tension and compression stresses with an increase

in laser pulse energy. However, the slope coefficient for

the linear approximation of compression stresses, as well

as maximum stresses, is lower in absolute value than of

tension stresses. It has been established that the induced

stresses were clearly expressed in the area of the damaged

zone boundary, propagated beyond the visible region of

microbreakdown and decreased to zero at a distance of

about 10µm.
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